A global network to secure the world's data

The Tierion Network is a universal platform for data verification that operates at massive scale. With this next step, Tierion is transforming from a SaaS business, to a global distributed network.

What problem does Tierion solve?

Businesses safeguard and notarize important physical documents such as property titles and contracts to ensure anyone can prove their veracity. Surprisingly, there isn’t a universal equivalent for safeguarding digital data. Companies in healthcare, insurance, and financial services are trusted with huge volumes of critical data. Proving the authenticity of information within these industries is currently cumbersome, expensive, and in many cases impossible.

Tierion solves this problem by providing a global “proof engine” for the Internet.

How does Tierion work?

Tierion works by creating a proof that links data to a transaction on a blockchain through a process called “anchoring.” Anyone with this proof can verify the data’s integrity and timestamp without relying on a trusted authority. Tierion anchors into the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains.

How is Tierion used by businesses?

Tierion can be used in a wide range of applications, such as providing verifiable credentials, document notarization, timestamp the state of a database, or proof of processes. Industry-specific examples include tracking supply chain activities or creating an audit trail for an insurance claim.

Over a thousand companies have used Tierion’s SaaS application, including large enterprises like Microsoft and Philips. Tierion is one of the few token sales by a company with a real product and real customers.

What’s the big picture?

We see a fundamental problem with the Internet’s trust infrastructure. The root of trust for all systems relies on trusted authorities. Tierion Network makes it possible to create a better Internet where proof replaces trust as the foundation for security.

Tierion Network Token (TNT)

The Tierion Network Token (TNT) provides an economic incentive to secure the network infrastructure, and serves as a method to access network resources.

The TNT Pre-Sale runs from July 22nd until July 27th. The Public Sale will then continue until August 10th.

Target: $25 million
Supply: 1 billion (1,000,000,000)

- 35% sold in the token sale
- 35% incentivize network participation
- 25% retained by Tierion
- 1% to cover tokensale

Ethereum ERC20 token
Purchase methods: BTC & ETH

With a target of $25 million, the value of TNT is nominally set at $0.071 per token. The final value will be determined by the sale.

Executive Team

Wayne Vaughan
Co-founder & CEO
Wayne brings twenty years of software and product design experience to Tierion. He founded a digital agency in the mid-90s and created one of the first SaaS marketing automation platforms.

Jason Bukowski
Co-founder & Lead Developer
Jason has over twenty years of experience developing highly scalable software. He built one of the first real-time web analytics systems and spent a decade developing marketing automation software.

Glenn Rempe
VP of Engineering
Glenn is Tierion’s principal architect. Prior to joining Tierion, Glenn led engineering teams at Accenture, eBay, Symantec, Electronic Arts, and Hewlett Packard.

Tierion Investors

Additional Information

You can find more information about the Tierion token sale at our web site.
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https://tokensale.tierion.com
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